
Lesson Plan
Teacher: Sibusile Zicaba Observer: n/a Date and time: 21/11/2019
Class level: Intermediate Grade 10 Room: 8 Expected number of students: 20

Context: Revision on writing of formal letter from previous lesson and introduction to
debate to develop productiveskills and use accurate English being aware of the
audience. The topic will be on video games (60 minutes)

Teaching aids: Board and pens, pictures of children playing video games,video on debate and worksheets.

Student objectives: Students should be able to present/
speak and write proper sentences in English and using
appropriate and accurate language being aware of audience
as well.

Personal aims: To build confidence in speaking and writing
English and see where they need corrections and/or
improvement.

Anticipated problems for students: Poor participation in the
lesson

Solutions: Show them pictures of children playing video
games which might stir up emotions and trigger them to
speak

Anticipated problems for teacher: Low self esteem of
students after being corrected

Solutions: Not to overcorrect them and give effective
feedback-assure them that there is no wrong answer as
long you justify yourself properly.

Procedure Phase Timing Interaction
Greeting students: Good morning! How are you students. Practice 1 min T-S
Quick Review lesson on writing of formal letter. Emphasize on important aspects
such as address of the sender and reciever and also to write the topic which is
the reason for the letter.

Practice 5 min T-S

Show the students different pictures of children playing video games Presentation 4 min T-S

Ask the students questions:

 Have you ever heard about the term Video games?
 What are they?

 Is it okay for children to play video games?

 Why?

 Do you know any types of video games?
 What kind of video games contribute to youth violence?
 What do you think should be done?

Practice 6 min T



Use video to introduce student to debate discussion
 Affirmative side
 Opposing side
 Judging pannel

Presentation 6 min T

Divide students into 2 groups
 Topic: Video games should be allowed and children should be allowed to

play videos games.

 Each group either to take affirmative or opposing side
 Each group to discuss and write their points down.
 Example affirmative side could write: Viedeo games are good for the

children to relax their minds.
 All group members need to participate.
 Groups will then discuss with the whole class what they wrote.

Production 6 min T

Hand out worksheets with instructions on how to write a formal letter. Explain to
them properly. Presentation 4 min T

Individual students to write down their letters to the presidential office stating
either video games should operate or not, but take one side. Production 10 min S

Discuss the letters with them. Presentation 5 min T-S

Say goodbyes and remind them to practice more sentences at home. 1 min T-S

Resources/Teaching aids

Worksheet

Structure of a formal letter

 It should have postal adress

 One should be the person who is writing the letter.

 This adress should be from the middle of the page on top to the far right end.

 The second postal adress should be the reciever's adress in this case presidential office.



 And this one should be on the left side just below the sender's adress.

 Skip one line before writing your adress (the sender's adress).

 Write the date which the letter is being written.

 Then greet the person whom you writing to.



 Write the reason why you are writing the letter.

 Keep in mind the calibre/status of people whom you writing to (be formal, write accurately).

 Write only 2 reasons in the letter why you the video games should be allowed or why should

they not be allowed. Be clear and justify yourself.

Example of the structure of the formal letter

Isihlahlasenkosi High school

. Private Bag X 6248

. ULUNDI

. 3838

. 21 November 2019

The Presidential office

Union building

Government Avenue



Pretoria

0753

Dear Sir/Madam

I am writing this letter because (state the reason).

I am writing this letter because (state your arguments and justifications)

Conclude by showing how you would love to hear from them.

Yours sincerely

Write your signature

Sibusile Zicaba (Miss)

Video

URL to the video that will be used for debate is: https://you.tube/hajkXunseU

Pictures


